Autonomous reinforcement learning agents, like children, do not have access to predefined goals and reward functions. They must discover potential goals, learn their own reward functions and engage in their own learning trajectory. Children, however, benefit from exposure to language, helping to organize and mediate their thought. We propose LE2 (Language Enhanced Exploration), a learning algorithm leveraging intrinsic motivations and natural language (NL) interactions with a descriptive social partner (SP). Using NL descriptions from the SP, it can learn an NL-conditioned reward function to formulate goals for intrinsically motivated goal exploration and learn a goal-conditioned policy. By exploring, collecting descriptions from the SP and jointly learning the reward function and the policy, the agent grounds NL descriptions into real behavioral goals. From simple goals discovered early to more complex goals discovered by experimenting on simpler ones, our agent autonomously builds its own behavioral repertoire. This naturally occurring curriculum is supplemented by an active learning curriculum resulting from the agent's intrinsic motivations. Experiments are presented with a simulated robotic arm that interacts with several objects including tools.
are then critical for the child. It is through the combination of social interactions and real world experimentation that a child learns how to ground natural language (NL) in his experience of the world, and use it as a tool to explore further [1] .
Based on these observations, we propose an RL-based algorithm that learns to master a series of goals through autonomous exploration and interactions in natural language with an informed social partner. The agent freely explores its environment, has full control over its learning curriculum but has no access to any external reward function or any predefined goal space. It leverages the knowledge of a social partner who describes in NL sentences what has been achieved by the agent in an episode. The agent turns these descriptions into targetable goals, effectively grounding natural language in concrete behaviors through interactions with the environment. Leveraging these descriptions, the agent learns its own reward function and uses it to train on already discovered goals. Training on simple goals and exploring around them enables the discovery of more complex goals, which generates a natural curriculum. In addition, our agent sets its own goals and uses intrinsic motivations to guide its own learning trajectory towards the collection of high-quality data and towards the maximization of learning progress.
Related work -The idea that language understanding is grounded in one's experience of the world and should not be separated from the perceptual and motor systems [2; 3] has a long history in Cognitive Sciences. The transposition of the idea of embodied language into intelligent systems [4] was then applied to human-machine interaction [5; 6] and to semantic representations [7] . Recently, the BabyAI framework was proposed as a platform to pursue Deep RL research in grounded language [8] .
In the domain of RL, the idea that natural language could provide a guidance for an algorithm has recently gained in popularity. In their review on RL algorithms informed by natural language, Luketina et al. [9] distinguish between language-conditional problems where language is required to solve the task and language-assisted problems where language is a supplementary help. In the first category, most works propose instruction-following agents [10; 11; 12; 13; 14] . Although our work might fall in the language-conditional category, our system is never given any instruction. It builds its own learning curriculum depending on its experience and learns its own reward function. Bahdanau et al. [10] also learns a reward function jointly with the action policy but does so using a dataset of expert data whereas our agent uses trajectories collected through its own exploration. Lastly, Fu et al. [15] uses an inverse RL approach to learn a reward function, but requires known environment dynamics.
Curriculum learning refers to the organization of a learning trajectory into distinct training phases, usually starting simple and gradually complexifying the task [16; 17; 18] . In the multi-task RL framework, curriculum learning organizes the sequence of training tasks presented to the agent, so as to maximize its performance on a set of target tasks, leveraging transfer learning [19] . In developmental robotics finally, learning progress is often used as an intrinsic motivation to guide the learning trajectory. The agent tracks its own progress and can guide the selection of goals to target, thus actively adapting its curriculum depending on its performance [20; 21; 22 ].
Methods

Problem Definition
In the present paper, the agent evolves in the environment without any prior on the set of possible goals and without external reward functions. The only source of guidance comes from a social partner (SP), an entity providing natural language descriptions of the behavior of the agent. In practice, the social partner is a function using a hard-coded list of potential goals. Given a trajectory of the agent, it returns the list of descriptions corresponding to the goals achieved in that trajectory expressed in natural language (e.g. Grasp the magnetic stick). In this setting, the objective of the agent is to maximize its average competence on the set of goals. However, the agent has to discover achievable goals through its own exploration, while learning how to reach those already discovered. A successful agent is an agent that discovers and masters the maximum number of goals. In summary, this paper defines a novel use of language grounding where the goals and reward functions are learned through exploration and grounded by descriptions from the SP.
An Autonomous Agent in an Unknown Multi-Goal Setting
Architecture - Figure 1 represents the Language Enhanced Exploration algorithm. The learning agent samples a goal to target among previously discovered goals (or noise if there is none, green) and interacts interacts with its environment (yellow). While the trajectory collected by the agent is used to update its memory (blue), the social partner receives the final state and provides corresponding descriptions in natural language. The agent encodes these NL descriptions into goal encodings g (language module) and stores them in memory. Now that the agent collected information in memory, the algorithm needs to update three other modules: the goal sampler, the reward function and the RL module (policy and critic). The goal sampler is updated using goal encodings decoded from the social partner's feedbacks. The reward function uses pairs of final states and associated goal encodings. Finally, to update the RL module, the algorithm samples a batch of station-action transitions from the memory and uses hindsight replay to figure out which goals to train on. The hindsight module uses the reward function to imagine what would be the reward if a transition had been collected while aiming at a particular goal. Using this process, it finds candidate goals leading to rewards, and can regulate the ratio of transitions with positive versus negative rewards. This process augments the batch of state-action pairs with goal encodings and reward information. DDPG then uses this augmented batch to update the policy and critic. From Language to Goal Vectors -The agent must build a goal space from its experience in the environment and the descriptions provided in natural language by the SP. Each description is associated to a potential goal for the agent. This goal is represented by a fixed-size vector obtained by averaging the embeddings of each word contained in the SP description. Word embeddings are obtained using a pre-trained GLOVE model [23] .
Multi-Goal Reinforcement Learning Agent -Our agent is controlled by a goal-conditioned policy π [24] . This policy takes as input the state of the world s t at time t and its current goal g (encoded from a SP description) and returns the next continuous action vector a. The current state is the concatenation of the current observations and the difference between the current observations and the initial observations
We consider fixed-length episodes, where the agent sets its own goal for the whole episode. Our agent belongs to the framework of IMGEP [25] and is based on the CURIOUS [22] algorithm. In the same spirit it sets its own goals and uses intrinsic motivations to guide its learning trajectory.
Our agent is based on a goal-conditioned actor-critic learning algorithm (DDPG) augmented by the idea of Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [26] . As in HER, our agent can use transitions collected while aiming at a particular goal g i to learn about any goal g j by replay. In practice, the original goal g i contained in a transition ([s t , g i ], a t ) can be substituted by any other goal g j the agent might want to learn about. In simpler words, the agent replays the memory of a trajectory (e.g. when trying to reach object 1) by pretending it was targeting a different goal (e.g. reaching object 2). Given this replayed transition, the agent can compute the associated reward r t given its internal reward function. We explain below how the agent learns this internal reward function.
Curriculum and Intrinsic Motivations -The agent discovers new goals only as it performs them for the first time through its own exploration. Note that this results in a naturally-occurring curriculum. The agent has more chance to solve the simplest goals by chance, thus discovers them first. Harder goals can hardly be solved by chance at first, but might be discovered as the agent explores while learning to master simpler ones. As it learns, the agent stores newly discovered goals in a list of targetable goals. In addition to this implicit curriculum, we endow the agent with two types of intrinsic motivations, enabling it to shape its learning trajectory (active curriculum).
The first intrinsic motivation biases the agent to target goals depending on their associated probabilities to generate high-quality trajectories. High-quality trajectories are trajectories where the agent collects descriptions from the social partner for goals that are rarely reached. The expected quality of a trajectory given the current policy π and the targeted goal g t is defined by
is the probability to obtain a description d i (corresponding to goal g i ) when targeting g t with policy π and the rarity score rarity(g i ) is the inverse of the number of descriptions collected for goal g i .
The second intrinsic motivation biases the selection of goals to substitute in transitions used for updating the policy and critic (i.e. goals to learn about). For each transition sampled from the replay buffer, the agent uses its internal reward function to determine which goals are considered solved in that transition. Given this set of goals, the agent prioritizes goals with higher absolute learning progress (ALP), as in Colas et al. [22] . Further details on the intrinsic motivations in Appendix B.
Learning a Goal-Conditioned Reward Function -The policy π and the internal reward function R i are learned in parallel. The agent collects transitions as it experiences the environment and uses the descriptions provided by the SP to learn R i . At any time during learning, the agent has discovered the set of goals G d . For each trajectory SP provides descriptions about all goals achieved by the agent G a . The agent can thus infer the set of goals G m that were not achieved in this trajectory by taking the complement G m = G d − G a . Given environment interactions and feedback from SP, the agent builds a dataset with [s T , g i , r + i ]∀g i ∈ G a and [s T , g i , r − i ]∀g i ∈ G m , T being the final time step. Learning the reward function R i (s, ∆s, g) : S × G → {0, 1} is framed as a goal-conditioned binary classification problem, where S, G are the state space and goal space respectively. R i is periodically updated using a random forest classification algorithm, as it is fast to train and predict. The agent is now able to estimate whether a given state s t corresponds to a reward for each of the known goals. Further details can be found in Appendix C.
Experiment and Results
Agent Evaluation -To evaluate our agent, we present ArmToolsToys, an environment adapted from [27] consisting in a robotic arm that learn to use tools to grasp some objects. The SP defines 51 potential goals in this environment (see Appendix D). We evaluate our agents offline every 600 training episodes on the full set of 51 goals (undiscovered goals included) using the true reward function. We monitor the quality of the learned reward function using the F1-score, comparing the prediction of the learned reward function to the ground truth, using transitions recently collected by the agent (but not used to train the reward function) and averaged over discovered goals.
Learning a reward function and a policy - Figure 2a shows the evolution of the average success rate computed over all 51 goals. The agent using the true reward function (TR-agent) naturally performs the best (max 98%). The agent learning its own reward function from SP feedbacks (LRagent) is as efficient as TR-agent to learn the first half of the tasks (the simpler ones) and then gets slower but still achieves to master almost all the tasks. Figure 2b measures the quality (F1-score) of the predictions given by the learned reward function over time on the discovered goals. Because the reward function does not produce enough accurate predictions at the beginning, the LR-agent is slower than TR-agent. However, we see that the joint learning is successful as both the reward function and the policy achieved almost perfect score. Curriculum - Figure 2c represents the target sampling probabilities for a subset of the available goals across time. High probability means a high interest of the agent for the goal. This intrinsic motivation results in an automatic curriculum where the agent's interest shifts from simpler to harder goals as it collects rewards and discover new goals. For a given goal, Figure 2d shows the time of discovery and the learning curves of the reward model and the policy. The progress of the reward model to evaluate the task are directly followed by the progress of the policy to realize it.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate that through interactions in natural language with a descriptive SP, an agent can learn to ground descriptive sentences into behavioral goals through the joint learning of a goal-conditioned reward function and policy. The resulting agent displays a high level of autonomy as they do not require prior knowledge of the goal space or the reward functions. Although our SP possesses that prior knowledge, it could theoretically be replaced by a human subject with intuitive knowledge of achievable goals. This would remove the need to hardcode a list of goals and reward functions. Our agents progressively discover new goals while trying to achieve known ones. They build and extend their own behavioral repertoire as they explore their environment and interact with the SP.
Future Work -Future work will extend this algorithm to deal with more realistic feedback, allowing the social partner to be absent or give partial descriptions of trajectories. The mapping from language to goals is currently implemented by a pre-trained language model, but could be specifically trained for the task in an end-to-end manner. This would more efficiently ground the learning of language in the experience of the agent, enabling some generalization across similar descriptions (same description said in other words, transposition of a description from an object to another) and more efficient transfer learning between semantically close goals. 
Appendices A Learning Algorithm
Our algorithm is based on a parallel implementation of DDPG + HER from OpenAI baselines [28; 26]. 2 6 independent workers interact with the environment and collect transitions that are stored in 6 independent replay buffers. Each worker then performs updates by sampling transitions from its replay buffer using DDPG. These updates are then summed over the set of workers to update the policy that is then dispatched to all the workers. DDPG is an actor-critic algorithm where the actor implements the policy and the critic approximates the optimal action-value function. In our case, the policy and the critic are UVFA, which means they are conditioned on a current goal. Here, the goal is a goal-encoding corresponding to a description in natural language (see subsection 2.2 in the article). The input of the policy is the concatenation of the current state of the world s t , the difference between the current state and the initial state ∆s t = s t − s 0 and the current goal g. The input of the critic is the concatenation of the policy's input and the action a t . We use the default parameters of the OpenAI baselines HER implementation.
B Intrinsic Motivations
Sampling relevant transitions from memory -Because some goals are easy to achieve while others are much more difficult, the replay buffers usually contain mainly transitions that satisfy easy goals, and only a few satisfying harder goals. To increase learning efficiency, each worker maintains the main replay buffer containing all transitions and goal-specific indices buffers that point towards episodes where the goal has been reached. By sampling uniformly from the set of goal-specific buffers before sampling the exact index of a transition, we maintain a balance between transitions satisfying easy and hard goals.
Intrinsic motivations for target goal selection -We introduce two intrinsic motivations, one for the selection of the next goal to target, the other for the selection of goals to replay. Selecting its own goals is a property of autonomous agent from the IMGEP framework. The choice of the goal to target influences the trajectories, hence the quality of the data collection. For a given trajectory resulting in positive rewards for goals (g i ) i∈Ga , we define the quality of the trajectory as q = i∈I rarity(g i ) where the rarity score rarity(g i ) is the inverse of the number of rewards collected for goal g i . Maximizing the quality of data collection can therefore be formulated as a bandit problem where the bandits are the potential target goals and the value to maximize is the expected quality of the next trajectory given the target goal and the current policy:
where p(r + i | g t , π) is the probability to obtain a positive rewards for goal g i when g t is targeted given the current policy π. This can be estimated by the corresponding empirical frequencies f req(r + i | g t ) computed over the recent past. As an example, because 'grabing the cube' has more chance to lead to positive rewards for rare goals like 'putting the cube higher', than other target goals such as 'moving the gripper to the right', it will have a higher value. The next goal to target is finally sampled using a probability matching rule with an epsilon-greedy exploration: Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix for goals at the end of learning for one particular run. For each of the potential goals that can be targeted, this matrix shows the frequency with which each of the goal is reached. This matrix is computed and updated internally by the agent as it learns to bias the sampling of goals to target towards goals leading to high-quality trajectories, i.e. trajectories that trigger SP feedback for rarely reached goals. Figure 3 : Confusion matrix after learning. This matrix depicts the frequency with which each of the goal is reached when each of the goal is targeted at the end of one particular run. Goals appear in the order of discovery. These statistics are tracked by the agent which uses it for its own curriculum learning.
Intrinsic motivations for goal replay -The second intrinsic motivation is used to bias the sampling of goals to substitute (replay) during learning. DDPG is an off-policy algorithm, which means any transition could be used to learn about any goal. As in UNICORN and CURIOUS [29; 22], we can use a transition collected while aiming at goal g i to learn about goal g j by simply substituting the goal encoding in the transition. Substituting goal encodings drives learning towards the substitute goals. Here we use a bias towards goals where the agent shows high absolute learning progress (LP). This mechanism was shown to generate an automatic curriculum in similar multi-goal settings [22] . The agent regularly performs self-evaluation rollouts without exploration noise and measures its competence (success rate on the recent past) and absolute learning progress on each of the goals as in [22] . The substitution probabilities of each goal are computed using a probability matching rule with epsilon-greedy exploration from the LP values ( = 0.2).
C Learning a Goal-Conditioned Reward Function
The reward function is jointly learned with the policy. The agent collects data as the agent experiences the environment and use the descriptions provided by the SP to learn a model of a multi-goal reward function.
C.1 Data Collection
A challenge for learning the reward function is that the SP is only providing "positive" examples of what have been achieved: i.e. the agent is only collecting matching description of trajectories. In order to be able to learn a proper reward function, negative examples (i.e. example of trajectories and descriptions that do not match each other) are needed. As the SP is providing descriptions for each achieved goal during a trajectory, the agent can indirectly infer the goals that it has already discovered but were not achieved, and thus collect the missing negative examples. This way of collecting data is very convenient but leads to an imbalanced dataset.
Imbalance in terms of goals: The agent is learning according to a natural curriculum that leads it to firstly attempt and master easy tasks before learning the harder ones. Thus, the distribution of the data collected also follows the same kind of curriculum and should be quite close to the distribution of state encountered by the agent. This leads to some goals being underrepresented compared to others: e.g. a newly discovered goal is necessarily underrepresented compared to older ones.
Imbalance between positive and negative rewards: It is obviously much more probable that the agent did not achieve a goal rather than it achieved it. This leads to collect much more negative examples than positive ones. For instance, when a goal has been achieved by chance once, it may take very long before it is reached again. Depending on the goals, the ratio between positive and negative examples can reach 95% of negatives.
C.2 Training
The problem of the reward function is framed as a goal-conditioned binary classification, meaning that the model has to learn a function R i (s, ∆s, g) : S × S × G → {0, 1} where the goal g is part of the input. Any classification model could be used but we choose a random forest as our preliminary test showed excellent performance and sample efficiency. Besides, it is fast to train.
We want to ensure a good performance of the reward model uniformly on all the goals and not only on the ones that have been the most encountered. This requires to build an adapted train set to take into account the imbalance in the collected data. From the collected data, we sample when possible a similar proportion of data associated to each goals and ensure a minimal proportion positive examples of 20%.
Once trained, the model can compute the reward associated to any transition (s t , ∆ t , g) to be used to update the goal-conditioned policy. (see subsection 2.2 in the article).
C.3 Monitoring
It is all the more important that for newly discovered goals, the performance of the reward function gets good quickly as the agent could get stuck otherwise. We want to know in real time the performance of the reward function model to provide accurate reward to the model. By evaluating the learned reward function only on recently collected transitions and discovered goals, we can have an idea of how the helpfulness of the reward function model at present time. We monitor the performance of the reward function using the F1-score, precision and recall between the predicted rewards and the ground truth.
The issue with a multi-goal reward function is that the metrics computed on a test set can be excellent, but hiding important discrepancies between the goals. The Figures 4a and 4b shows the evolution of the precision and recall computed for each goal and then averaged. The Figures 4c and 4d shows the evolution of the precision and recall computed for the whole model on a collected dataset containing the same proportion of each discovered goal. As we see, one could think by looking at the overall metrics, that the model gets almost perfect result from the beginning of the training. However, the quality of the reward model is very different from one goal to another and it needs around 80k episodes to be almost perfect. 
D Environments Details
The agent is a 2D 3-joint robotic arm, controlled by the angular velocities of the joints and by an action on the gripper state (4D action space). Its environment is composed of two sticks and two objects. Each of the stick can be grabbed when the gripper is sufficiently close to the handle and when the gripper is closed. Each of the sticks enables to grasp a corresponding object. The agent receives as input the angular position of its joints, the 2D positions of its gripper, the handles, the end of the sticks and the objects (17D observation space). The social partner encodes 51 goals/descriptions in this environment: 
